PVMA DISTINGUISHED PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AWARD
PURPOSE:

An Annual Award given in recognition for exemplary contribution for the development and
enhancement of the veterinary profession and invaluable support to the objectives and
activities of the association.

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen
2. Registered veterinarian and has actively participated in affairs of the association or in any of
its chapters and affiliates whereby have attended at least 5 National Conventions in the past
10 years
3. PVMA lifetime member of good standing
4. Not member of the current PVMA Board
5. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
6. Must be alive at the time of nomination
7. Recipient of other minor PVMA awards (PVMA Outstanding Award)
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x
2 colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Curriculum vitae with detailed job description
5. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in activities of the association
6. List with supporting documentary evidence of contributions to the development and
enhancement of veterinary profession
7. Authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments received.
8. List and documentary evidence of membership and contributions to socio-civic, professional
and scientific organizations.
9. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and
affiliates for the past 10 years
10. Testimonies from 3 PVMA members of good standing vouching for the character and integrity
of the nominee to qualify for the award.
11. Copies of NBI clearance or Ombudsman certification of no liabilities (for government
servants)
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Contribution to the development of veterinary profession and activities of the association
Outstanding accomplishments
Contribution to activities of socio-civic, scientific and professional organizations
Professional integrity
TOTAL
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55%
15%
15%
15%
------100 %

PVMA DISTINGUISHED PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AWARD
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
1. The size of the plaque and medallion must be set to standard and should not vary year to year.
2. The award should not be given posthumously.
3. This award is the highest award of the association hence, recipients are automatically disqualified
for future nomination to other PVMA minor awards.
Specification of the plaque
1. Size
8 ½ x 11 inches
2. Signatories
President, PVMA

Chair, Committee on Awards

Secretary, PVMA

Specification of the Medallion
1. Total Diameter – 7.05 cms. (.75 mm)
2. Complete seal PVMA embossed
3. Color: Background – good Letter, lines, figures – dark green
4. Ribbon in striped colors represent PVMA colors and 50 cms. in length. The name of the awardee
and the year must be engraved in the reversed side of the medallion

Nominees should at least get 80% grade average to qualify
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OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE
PURPOSE:

An Annual Award given in recognition for exemplary achievement in government service.

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen and resident of the Philippines
2. Served the government continuously for the past 10 years at the time of nomination
3. Registered veterinarian and PVMA member of good standing having attended at least 2
national Conventions in the past 5 years
4. Not connected to any academic institution as educator and the like
5. Not member of the current PVMA Board
6. Must be alive at time of nomination
7. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x 2
colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including detailed academic background and employment history
5. Detailed list with supporting documentary evidence of contributions to the profession as a
government employee
6. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of Professional development activities (i.e.
training, seminars)
7. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
8. List and documentary evidence of scientific researchers, involvement with NGO’s, other
professional and socio-civic organizations.
9. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and affiliates
for the past 5 years
10. Testimonies from 3 PVMA members of good standing vouching for the character and integrity of
the nominee to qualify for the award.
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. Length of service and contribution to government service
2. Professional development and awards, recognitions received
3. Scientific researches, contributions to NGO’s/other professional and socio civic organizations
4. Integrity, membership and involvement to PVMA activities
TOTAL

Nominees should score at least 80% grade average to qualify
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55%
15%
15%
15%
--------100 %

OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN AGRI-BUSINESS
PURPOSE:

An Annual Award given in recognition of the entrepreneurship and invaluable contributions
to the field of agri-business by a veterinarian.

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen and resident of the Philippines
2. Registered veterinarian and PVMA member of good standing having attended at least 2
national Conventions in the past 5 years
3. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
4. Not a member of the current PVMA Board
5. Living at the time of nomination
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x
2 colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including detailed academic background and employment history with
detailed description of current job
5. List and documentary evidence of technologies/concepts initiated or undertaken that helped
promote the animal industry. Specify whether you author it or otherwise describe your role in
the activity/project and degree of your involvement attested by competent regulatory authority
(supporting video documentation is recommended)
6. List and authenticated documentary evidence of professional development activities (i.e.
training, seminars)
7. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
8. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and
affiliates for the past 5 years
9. List and documentary evidence of scientific researchers, involvement with NGO’s, other
professional and socio-civic organizations.
10. Testimonies from 3 PVMA members of good standing vouching for the character and integrity
of the nominee to qualify for the award.
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. Role in development of technology or product concept
2. Influence to other members of the industry and impact of technology/product concept to
the livestock and poultry industry
3. Professional development and awards, recognitions received
3. Integrity, membership and involvement to PVMA activities
4. Researches, NGO involvement, contributions to other professional /socio civic organizations
TOTAL

Nominees should score at least get 80% grade average to qualify
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50%
20%
10%
10%
10%
-------100%

OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN EDUCATION
PURPOSE: An Annual Award given in recognition to the outstanding and profound commitment of
veterinarians in the field of veterinary education.
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen and resident of the Philippines
2. Registered veterinarian and PVMA member of good standing having attended at least 2
national Conventions in the past 5 years
3. Regular teacher in an recognized school of Veterinary Medicine for a period of not less than 5
consecutive years prior to the nomination and must be on regular appointment as temporary
or permanent faculty member during the time of nomination
4. Have good moral integrity
5. Living at the time of nomination
6. Not a member of the current PVMA Board
7. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x 2
colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including detailed academic background and employment history
5. Documentary evidence (certified copies of teaching plantilla or class program) proving teaching
assignments during the last three years
6. Documentary evidence / proofs instructional competence (supporting video documentation or
teaching demo is recommended).
a. Written statement of teaching philosophy
b. Copy of course syllabus developed including description of teaching methods
c. List of creative and innovative instructional materials developed such as visual aids and other
tools used for effective teaching (provide sample pictures)
d. Photos showing delivery of instruction inside the classroom
7. List and documentary evidence of initiated rural development or community extension programs.
Include involvement with NGO’s, other professional and socio-civic organizations and
documentation of seminars, lectures and workshops conducted in communities describing the
information being translated. The role or participation of the nominee should be specified in each
of the activities or programs
8. List and documentary evidence of scientific research conducted and published
9. List and authenticated documentary evidence of professional development activities (i.e. training,
seminars)
10. List and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
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OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN EDUCATION (continued)
11. Written (or video recorded) testimonies describing the character, competence and work ethics of
the nominee from each of the following:
 immediate superior, Two (2) peers/colleagues in the department; and three (3) students
12. Copies of institution or teachers evaluation for the last 3 years
13. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and affiliates for
the past 5 years
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. Instructional competence and teaching effectiveness
a. Statement of teaching philosophy (5)
b. Planning and preparations (10)
c. Delivery, teaching methods and strategies (10)
2. Community service, contributions to NGO’s, other professional and socio civic organizations
3. Scientific researches, professional development and awards, recognitions received
4. Personal qualities, character and overall evaluation of superior, peers and students
5. Membership and participation to PVMA activities
TOTAL

Nominees should score at least get 80% grade average to qualify
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25%

25%
25%
15%
10%
--------100 %

OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN ZOOTECHNICS, ANIMAL HEALTH AND
NUTRITION
PURPOSE: An Annual Award given in recognition of the exemplary contribution of a Filipino
Veterinarian in the field of zootechnics, animal (poultry and livestock) health and nutrition.
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen and resident of the Philippines
2. Has served as a veterinarian in the field of zootechnics (including the delivery of inputs such
as technical advice on animal health) and animal nutrition (including pet nutrition) for at least
6 years
3. Not a member of the current PVMA Board
4. Registered veterinarian and PVMA member of good standing having attended at least 2
national Conventions in the past 5 years
5. Must be living at the time of nomination
6. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x
2 colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including detailed academic background and employment history with
detailed description of current job
5. Detailed list with supporting documentary evidence of contributions to the field of zootechnics
and animal nutrition. If nominee is a teacher in the field of zootechnics/nutrition, a proof /
certification must be included about the nominee’s activities relating to animal health and
nutrition of farm animals or as consultant on nutrition with a company / organization.
6. List and documentary evidence of innovations to improve health, nutrition and productivity
highlighting impact on cost-effectiveness to herd health and improvement of productivity.
Supporting video documentation is recommended
7. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of Professional development activities (i.e.
training, seminars)
8. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
9. List and documentary evidence of scientific researchers, involvement with NGO’s, other
professional and socio-civic organizations.
10. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and
affiliates for the past 5 years
11. Testimonies from 3 PVMA members of good standing vouching for the character and integrity
of the nominee to qualify for the award.
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OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN ZOOTECHNICS, ANIMAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION (continued)
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. Contributions in advancing the veterinarians role in zootechnics, animal health and nutrition
2. Influence to other members of the industry and impact of innovations to improving
animal husbandry, health and nutrition
3. Professional development, and awards, recognitions received
4. Researches, NGO involvement and contributions to professional/ socio civic organizations
5. Integrity, membership and participation to PVMA activities
TOTAL

Nominees should at least get 80% grade average to qualify
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40%
25%
15%
10%
10%
------100%

OUTSTANDING FARM VETERINARIAN
PURPOSE:

An Annual Award given in recognition of the significant contributions made by a Filipino
Veterinarian to the overall farm performance in terms of an effective herd health program.

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen and resident of the Philippines
2. Working as a resident farm veterinarians for at least 3 years at the time of nomination or as
farm veterinary consultant for 2 years
3. Registered veterinarian and PVMA member of good standing having attended at least 2
national Conventions in the past 5 years
4. Not a member of the current PVMA Board
5. Living at the time of nomination
6. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x
2 colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including academic background and employment history with detailed
description of current job
5. Detailed list with supporting documentary evidence of innovations and contributions to the
improvement of farm animal health and welfare (supporting video documentation is
recommended).
6. Documentary evidence of the impact of innovations to the productivity of farm animals
highlighting impact on cost-effectiveness of herd health and welfare inputs
7. Testimony from each of the following: a superior, peer and a subordinate, describing the
skills, job performance and work ethics of the nominee
8. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of Professional development activities (i.e.
training, seminars)
9. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
10. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and
affiliates for the past 5 years
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. Role in implementing innovations to improve farm animal health and welfare
2. Impact of programs initiated to cost effectiveness and productivity
3. Integrity, professional conduct and work ethics
4. Professional development and awards, recognitions received
5. Membership and participation to PVMA activities
TOTAL

Nominees should score at least 80% grade average to qualify
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40%
20%
15%
15%
10%
-------100%

OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN RURAL AND EXTENSION SERVICE
PURPOSE:

An Annual Award given to recognize Filipino veterinarians with outstanding achievement
in the field of rural and extension service.

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Filipino citizen and resident of the Philippines
2. Actively engaged, employed or self-employed extension worker in the rural area in a
government or private agency, devoting at least 50% of his time in rural and extension
programs at the time of nomination and during the previous past 3 years.
3. Registered veterinarian and PVMA member of good standing having attended at least 2
national Conventions in the past 5 years
4. Not a member of the current PVMA Board
5. Living at the time of nomination
6. No legal/administrative liabilities at the time of nomination
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x
2 colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including academic background and employment history with detailed
description of current job
5. List and documentary evidence of initiated rural development or community extension
programs describing objectives, strategies employed. May include list and documentation of
seminars, lectures and workshops conducted in communities describing the information being
translated. The role or participation of the nominee should be specified in each of the
activities or programs
6. Proof of evaluation of the impact of the rural development, extension programs / projects to
the welfare of animals and promotion of people’s welfare
7. Testimony from a clientele, attesting to the contributions of the nominee to the well-being of
animals and improving livelihood of people in the community
8. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of Professional development activities (i.e.
training, seminars)
9. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
10. Testimony from each of the following describing work ethics and attesting to the character
and integrity of the nominee:
a. a superior;
b. peer/colleague; and
c. a beneficiary of the activities in the community
11. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and
affiliates for the past 5 years
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OUTSTANDING VETERINARIAN IN RURAL AND EXTENSION SERVICE (continued)
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extent of the role and contributions to rural / community development
Impact of initiated programs/activities to livestock, poultry and people
Professional development and awards, recognitions received
Integrity, membership and participation to PVMA activities
TOTAL

Nominees should score at least 80% grade average to qualify
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50%
30%
10%
10%
--------100%

OUTSTANDING OVERSEAS FILIPINO VETERINARIAN
This award is bestowed to PVMA members who have worked overseas thus contributing to the
recognition of the competencies of the Filipino Veterinarian and rendering inspirations in expanding the
societal roles of the veterinarian. Despite the overseas assignment, the member maintains active
involvement to the PVMA.
Criteria:
1. Must be a Filipino citizen and licensed veterinarian at the time of nomination
2. Must have been working overseas for at least 5 years.
3. Must have been assigned in a veterinary-related role or job position that requires the competence
of a veterinarian overseas at the time of nomination.
4. Must have attended at least two (2) PVMA National Conventions within 5 years at the time of
nomination.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:
To be accomplished in 5 copies compiled in a clear book and electronic digital copy (preferably
pdf file) sent to the PVMA Secretariat. Documents must be arranged in the following order:
1. Title page bearing name and photo of nominee. In addition, submit 3 copies of a headshot 2 x 2
colored photo in white background
2. Letter of nomination from PVMA Chapter/Affiliate or copy of invitation from awards committee)
3. Letter of assurance from nominee to be personally present during the awarding ceremony to
receive the award.
4. Personal biodata including detailed academic background and employment history
5. Detailed list with supporting documentary evidence of contributions to the profession and the
upliftment of the image of the Filipino veterinarian as an overseas veterinarian
6. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of professional development activities (i.e.
training, seminars)
7. List of and authenticated documentary evidence of awards, recognitions or accomplishments
received.
8. List and documentary evidence of scientific researchers, involvement with NGO’s, other
professional and socio-civic organizations.
9. List with supporting documentary evidence on the attendance to PVMA conventions and
participation in national, regional, local activities of the association or its chapters and affiliates for
the past 5 years
10. Testimonies from 3 PVMA members of good standing vouching for the character and integrity of
the nominee to qualify for the award.
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. Contributions to the profession and image of the Filipino Veterinarian
2. Professional development and awards, recognitions received
3. Community involvement and extension activities (i.e. contributions to NGO’s,
other professional / socio civic organizations)
4. Integrity, membership and involvement to PVMA activities
TOTAL
Nominees should score at least 80% grade average to qualify
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40%
20%
20%
20%
--------100 %

